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An employee is one who works subject to the control of the person who has hired him" Is the main idea behind? 
Vicarious liability (respondeat superior) 
edit
del
"I agree with the defendant that the damages are excessive, and will grant D's motion for a new trial, unless your client agrees to reduce the verdict by X amount of dollars" What is this? 
Remittur. 
edit
del
"The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil actions where the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of 75k and is between citizens of different states" 
1332 - Diversity of Citizenship; Amount in Controversy; Costs 
edit
del
27) Batman's son, batboy is 13. One night, Batboy sneaks into the Batcave, stuffs a chaw of chewing tobacco in his cheek, jumps in to the Batmobile ,andt akes off like a bat out of hell. Robiin is walkking his bike across the tsreet at a crosswalk, and Batboy negligently hits him, running the bike and injuring Robin. When Robin sutes Batboy for negligence, what standard of care will Batboy be held to. 
The obligation to operate the Batmobile in the way a reasonable adult of ordinary intelligence would have operated it, even though Batboy is only 13. Although the duty owed by a child is generally measured as that of an ordinary child of like age, intelligence, education and expxerience, when children undertake adult activities, like driving cars, they are held to an adult standard of care 
edit
del
Can (Trespass to chattels) be considered sometimes an unintentional tort? 
No, it is always intentional 
edit
del
Can insane people be held to be capable of commiting intentional torts. 
Yes, they can
edit
del
If the defendant's lawyer does not think there was a sufficiency of evidenc eto permit reasonable juries to find that all of the elements are true, that a lawyer can move for a what? 
judgement as amatter of law (directed verdict) 
edit
del
What are the 4 different bases for Personal Jurisdiction 1)MC 
1)Minimum contacts 
edit
del
What does the doctrine of mitigation of damages hold 
Says that P cannot recover for any harm which she could reasonable have avoided. 
edit
del
What happened in MILLER v. WARREN – W.Va – 1990 
Plaintiff awoke in their motel room to find it filled with smoke. They suffered serious burns before they were rescued. Followed safety code, smoke detectors weren't required so they didn't use them. 
edit
del
What was the holding in MILLER v. WARREN – W.Va – 1990? 
Compliance with a regulation does not constitute due care per se. Compliance with the appropriate regulations is competent evidence of due care, but not conclusive evidence of due care. If the defendants knew or should have known of some risk that would be prevented by reasonable measures not required by the regulation, they were negligent if they did not take such measures. 


